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Abstract
Background: Dynamic balance keeps the vertical projection of the center of mass within the base of support while walking. Dynamic balance tests are used to predict the risks of falls and eventual falls. The psychometric properties of most dynamic balance tests are unsatisfactory and do not comprise an actual loss of balance while walking. Objectives: Using beam walking distance as a measure of dynamic balance, the BEAM consortium will determine the psychometric properties, lifespan and patient reference values, the relationship with selected “dynamic balance tests,” and the accuracy of beam walking distance to predict falls. Methods: This cross-sectional observational study will examine healthy adults in 7 decades (n = 432) at 4 centers. Center 5 will examine patients (n = 100) diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis, stroke, and balance disorders. In test 1, all participants will be measured for demographics, medical history, muscle strength, gait, static balance, dynamic balance using beam walking under single (beam walking only) and dual task conditions (beam walking while concurrently performing an arithmetic task), and several cognitive functions. Patients and healthy participants age 50 years or older will be additionally measured for fear of falling, history of falls, miniBESTest, functional reach on a force platform, timed up and go, and reactive balance. All participants age 50 years or older will be recalled to report fear of falling and fall history 6 and 12 months after test 1. In test 2, seven to ten days after test 1, healthy young adults and age 50 years or older (n = 40) will be retested for reliability of beam walking performance. Conclusion: We expect to find that beam walking performance vis-à-vis the traditionally used balance outcomes predicts more accurately fall risks and falls. Clinical Trial Registration Number: NCT03532984.

Introduction
Aging is associated with late-life mobility disability [1]. The walking speed becomes slower, steps become shorter and variable, and balance while standing and walking becomes unstable, especially when these mobil-
Dynamic balance is the maintenance of equilibrium while walking with and without a self- or external perturbation and resisting internal or external perturbations while standing [5]. In particular, dynamic balance keeps the vertical projection of the center of mass (COM) within the base of support while the COM moves during walking. To date, dynamic balance has been inferred from “functional tests” without an actual balance loss [6].

Functional tests measure dynamic balance indirectly and many suffer from a ceiling or floor effect and are insensitive to interventions and clinical status. The Berg Balance Scale (BBS) [7], designed for frail old adults, suffers from poor sensitivity to treatment effects and it has no common interpretation for a given score, unclearly related to mobility status and to the use of mobility aids. The Tinetti Balance and Gait Test [8] is a “functional test” used for “dynamic balance” but it identified only 11% of nonfallers, suggesting a poor specificity [6]. The Timed-Up-and-Go (TUG) test [9] does not inform clinicians if patients’ static or dynamic balance or walking ability is poor and it predicts falls inconsistently. Standing on one leg is difficult for many old adults and is unrelated to gait stability. Functional reach [10] has no walking element and patients compensate for balance problems during walking. The BESTest is organized around the systems underlying balance control and, similar to the Physiological Profile Approach, it takes over 30 min to administer; however, it has good reliability and a higher sensitivity to change than the BBS [11]. Its short version, i.e., the mini-BESTest, takes only ~15 min to administer and has good reliability and discriminative validity between fallers and nonfallers [12], yet the reported scores vary widely and suggest a floor effect in patients with a spinal cord injury, a traumatic brain injury, an acquired brain injury, and multiple traumas [13]. Static posturography measures static balance and correlates poorly with dynamic balance [14]. The Star Excursion Balance Test, the Modified Bass Test, and the Dynamic Leap and Balance Test all involve unnatural movements or rapid changes of direction which seniors never perform. Dynamic posturography normally refers to responses to a perturbation given in standing or walking [15]. The face validity of the stability margin or the medial acceleration of the COM and the relationship between these variables and walking balance is unclear. Time-to-stabilization tests involve a single jump landing on the floor, which is unsuitable for seniors and patients. These latter tests and those measuring center of pressure (COP) outcomes require a force platform, making the tests unsuitable for clinicians. Inertial sensors can quantify walking balance during TUG but the analysis of gait dynamics requires sophisticated software and a highly specialized expertise to interpret the data [16].

Beam Walking Performance to Measure Dynamic Balance in Old Age

The single most important limitation of “dynamic balance” tests is a failure to quantify an actual balance loss while walking. Conventional functional tests of dynamic balance rely on gait speed to determine the fall risk. However, the balance element of walking is not related necessarily to the velocity of the COM but rather to the control of the small changes in acceleration of the COM caused by minute instabilities while walking [17]. The control of these accelerations makes balance highly specific and its assessment is insufficient through general mobility tests relying solely on gait speed [18]. Thus, a test that assesses a loss of balance during walking provides additional information on the intrinsic fall risk compared with tests that do not assess balance loss during walking and they rely on speed alone. In addition, gait speed can predict reasonably accurately falls in frail older adults but it is not as sensitive or accurate in healthier old adults [19]. Healthy old adults who walk $\geq 1.0$ m/s can have subclinical neuromuscular and cognitive problems masked by a gross measure such as gait speed, which a more challenging and balance-specific task could amplify. Indeed, pilot data revealed that while the habitual walking speed was similar in young and healthy old adults, the difference in beam walking performance was substantial (see pilot data).

Currently there is no laboratory-based or clinical test to assess a loss of dynamic balance during walking, impairment of balance during walking, or fall risk in a clinical setting. Beam walking could measure dynamic balance more accurately than tests currently in use because the reduction in base of support transiently increases instability associated with the movement of the COM over the stance leg. Beam compared with floor walking increases the challenge to dynamic balance [20] because the performer must control the path of the COM to not cross the edge of the foot support to stay on the beam. Such
crossing often happens in old adults and a misstep, i.e., a “fall,” ensues [21]. The instability during COM transfer while transiently on one leg and on a narrow beam is the key and unique element of beam walking that could amplify (sub)clinical dysfunctions in dynamic balance more effectively than current tests and make beam walking performance a novel biomarker of dynamic balance in health and disease.

**Application of Beam Walking in Patients with Neurological Disorders**

Dysfunction in dynamic balance is a precursor to the high incidence of falls in neurological patients and identifying fall-related risk factors is a priority. Patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD), multiple sclerosis (MS), and stroke had suffered one fall (47%) or multiple falls (32%) at the 6-month follow-up [22]. While the etiology leading to a fall differs between these patient categories, dysfunction of dynamic balance is a key common contributing element to mobility disability. Remarkably, disease type and balance confidence only and none of the “dynamic balance tests” or “functional tests” (BBS, Dynamic Gait Index, TUG, and 10-min walk test) predicted single and recurrent falls. There is thus a need to determine if beam walking compared with the currently used tests of dynamic balance is more accurate in diagnosing the fall risk and predicting falls in these patients.

**Cognitive Dual Tasking during Beam Walking**

Even though the gait speed slows with aging, implying an impaired dynamic balance, the conscious, cognitive, and cortical control of walking still increases [23]. In particular, when old adults couple walking with a cognitive task such as talking, calculation, or memory recall, the demand for attention and executive function increases to control the gait. When dual tasking, old adults’ steps become variable and the gait stability decreases [2].

**Aims and Hypotheses**

This study will determine: (1) reliability and (2) lifespan and patient reference values for dynamic balance as determined by beam walking with and without cognitive dual-tasking, (3) the statistical relationship between dynamic balance (i.e., beam walking performance) and selected “functional tests” currently used to measure dynamic balance, and (4) the risk factors and predictors of falls in neurological patients. The global hypothesis is that age, disease type, and cognitive dual tasking affect dynamic balance as measured by beam walking performance (distance, velocity, and step number). In healthy old adults, determinants of single and dual task beam walking performance are expected to include age, sex, executive function, physical activity, leg strength, and one-leg COP variability. In patients with neurological disorders, we expected that disease type, balance confidence, and executive function affect the single-task beam performance. Because of the novelty, it is unclear if patients can perform dual-task beam walking. We expect to find that beam walking performance vis-à-vis the traditionally used balance outcomes predicts more accurately fall risks and falls.

**Methods**

**Design**

This is a 5-site, multicenter cross-sectional observational study using the STROBE checklist (Table 1). Centers 1–4 will examine healthy old adults (n = 432) and center 5 will examine patients with a diagnosis of PD, MS, stroke, and nonspecific balance disorders (n = 100). Online supplement 1 (for all online suppl. material, see www.karger.com/doi/10/1159/000493360) shows the distribution of participants and tests. Selected healthy participants will repeat only the beam walking measurements at test 2, seven to 10 days after test 1, to assess reliability (n = 40). All participants age 50 years or older [24] will report their fall history at test 1 and at 6- and 12-months follow-ups. The primary outcome for all of the participants is beam-walking performance in meters. Age, sex, cognitive function, physical activity, and leg strength are determinants of dynamic balance and thus the sample size must be set to meet the recommendation of at least 4–5 times more participants than predictors. To increase external validity, universal reference values should be broad and representative of the heterogeneity of the population, which will be achieved by testing healthy male and female participants in 4 countries on 3 continents.

**Participants**

Healthy participants will be recruited from local areas at the 4 centers using word of mouth and advertisements in public areas,
libraries, churches, newspapers, fitness clubs, and health care facilities, and on the radio, television, and internet. Male and female volunteers aged over 20 years will have good health, balance, and mobility. A positive answer to any of the following questions in a (phone) interview results in exclusion from this study: unable to walk 10 m independently; knee or hip joint replacements ≤6 months before enrollment; uncontrolled cardiovascular disease or angina; neuromuscular disease; diagnosed PD, MS, or stroke; cancer therapy ≤3 months before enrollment; severe asthma or chronic bronchitis; and diagnosed diabetes with neuropathy, poor and uncorrected vision, and a score ≤27 on the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE). At the start of the laboratory visit the participants will perform the Short Physical Performance Battery (SPPB) and those healthy adults with a score ≤10 for mobility will be excluded [25].

Center 5 (Kaposvár, Hungary) will recruit patients from the hospital’s outpatient day clinic and medical database. Patients who report with balance and mobility difficulties and are candidates for or are currently enrolled in rehabilitation will be eligible. Patients with PD (Hoehn-Yahr stage 2–3) will meet the UK Brain Bank criteria. Patients with MS will meet the McDonald criteria of the International Panel on Diagnosis of MS. Patients with stroke will meet World Health Organization diagnostic criteria for stroke. Balance disorder patients who visit the outpatient clinic due to a fall and dizziness will be included. Excluded will be those with MMSE <21, major depression (Clinically Useful Depression Outcome score ≥46) [26], severe joint and/or bone disorders interfering with balance and gait (clinical judgment), aphasia if it interferes with comprehension of the aims of this study, MS relapse within 3 months, stroke <1 month before the start of this study, benign paroxysmal positional vertigo, polyneuropathy, and phobic dizziness. Ethical committees at each site will approve the study protocol and the consent form, which each participant will read and sign. The study will be conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

**Preliminary Data**

Healthy old (n = 16) and young (n = 20) volunteers walked on aluminum beams (length: 4 m, height: 2 cm, and widths: 8, 12 cm) with and without performing a calculation task [27]. The mean distance old participants walked decreased similarly with decreasing beam widths while single tasking (12 cm: 3.88 m, 8 cm: 3.62 m, and 4 cm: 2.49 m) and dual tasking (12 cm: 3.87 m, 8 cm: 3.76 m, and 4 cm: 2.59 m). The mean distance old adults walked decreased substantially and the most on the narrowest beam while single tasking (12 cm: 3.85 m, 8 cm: 3.72 m, and 4 cm: 1.46 m) but it decreased even more on the 2 narrowest beams during dual tasking (12 cm: 3.91 m, 8 cm: 2.63 m, and 4 cm: 0.66 m) (age × beam width × task interaction, F = 4.0, p = 0.026). Beam width but not dual tasking affected young adults’ dynamic balance, whereas both beam width and dual tasking affected substantially and interactively old adults’ dynamic balance as quantified by beam walking performance. In contrast to the large differences in beam walking performance, 4-m habitual walking speeds were not different (p > 0.05) between the 2 age groups (young: 1.21 ± 0.39; old: 1.17 ± 0.40 m/s).

**Measurements**

Demographics will include age, height, foot length, foot width, body mass, sex, education, occupation, medications, and marital status. In all participants age 50 years or older, the presence of diagnosed diabetes, heart failure, hypertension, angina, myocardial infarction, chronic lung disease, urinary incontinence, depression, atrial fibrillation, a hearing aid, visual problems, arthritis, past cancers, present cancers, use of walking aids, and history and severity of falls (with and without complications) in the preceding 12 months will be recorded.

Physical activity will be estimated by the international physical activity questionnaire in all of the participants [28]. All tests will be conducted barefoot to rule out effects of footwear.

Fall history will be determined by having participants aged 50 years or older report falls for the previous 12 months (“Have you experienced a fall over the past 12 months? “How severe was the most severe fall? (hospitalization, fracture, nursing home admission).”) Patients’ hospital fall records will be also consulted if available. During the follow-up period, participants will record their falls daily on a scorecard (“Did you experience a fall today?” If yes, “How many times did you fall today? How severe was each fall?”)

The Falls Efficacy Scale-International (FES-I) will determine in participants aged 50 years or older the level of concern about falling during social and physical activities indoors and outdoors. The internal validity of the FES-I is Cronbach’s α = 0.96 and the test-retest reliability is ICC = 0.96 [29].

Balance confidence will be assessed with the Activities-specific Balance Confidence (ABC) Scale. The Mini-BESTest identifies systems that control (dynamic) balance, differentiates between PD fallers and nonfallers (sensitivity: 62%, specificity: 74%), and is the most accurate among balance screens [30].

Mobility will be measured in all participants by the SPPB, a composite mobility test. The battery measures balance, 4-m habitual gait speed, and leg strength with good day-to-day reliability (ICC >0.80) [25].

Static steady-state balance will be assessed in all participants using modified the Romberg and sharpened Romberg tests while the patient is standing on a force platform with feet closed while holding both arms extended to the front with palms facing upwards and in tandem stance with eyes open and closed for 10 s for each task. The outcome is COP variability [31].

Static steady-state balance will be assessed by the modified Romberg test [32]. The outcomes are standing time (s) and the path velocity (mm/s) of the center of force.

Proactive (anticipatory) balance will be measured in all participants ages 20–29 and 50 or more years by FR while standing on force plates, giving the outcomes of reach distance for each arm and COP variability and by TUG, providing a timed proactive balance outcome [31].

Reactive balance will be measured in all participants age 20–29 and 50 or more years by the push-and-release test with a score for the number of steps to regain balance after induction of balance loss [31].

Dynamic balance will be determined in all participants during beam walking [27]. The aluminum beams are 4 m long, 2 cm high, and 4, 8, and 12 cm wide, covered with slip resistance material, and placed on a thin, black rubber mat (online suppl. 2). After a practice trial, participants will perform 3 trials on each width with and without a calculation task (subtraction by 7 between 300 and 900). Trials will be block randomized based on beam width and then on task (calculation, no calculation). To reduce the risk for a
fall, a technician will walk behind the participants on the floor. Instructions will be: “Traverse the entire length of the beam safely at your preferred speed without stepping off, facing forward, and with your arms folded in front of your chest. Trials end when you step off, walk sideways, or unfold the arms.” Foot placement style and speed will not be controlled. Outcomes are the sum of length traversed (3 trials, 4 m each, 12 m maximum), average velocity, number of steps, and average step length determined from video tape recordings (60 Hz) made at 90° relative to the walking direction with full beam length in view using off-the-shelf HD video cameras (Kinovea software). Two observers will also visually observe each trial from each side and measure the length, time (stop watch), and step number. They will mark immediately on the beam the heel of the foot that remained on the beam where balance was lost.

To determine dual-task costs for walking, the control condition is walking on a 4-m long, 4-cm wide, line taped on the floor at habitual speed 3 times with and without the calculation task. To determine dual-task costs for the cognitive task, the control condition is calculation in sitting for the average dual-tasking duration on the beams. Based on motor and cognitive dual-task costs, we determine if participants prioritize either task on the beam.

Upper extremity strength will be measured in all participants based on the grip strength of each hand.

Lower-extremity strength of the knee extensors will be measured in all participants in the seated position on a dynamometer or by a hand-held dynamometer affixed to the legs of the chair at ankle height.

Global cognition will be measured in all participants by the MMSE.

Attention and executive function will be measured in all participants by the Stroop color-word test [33] and phonemic fluency, which respectively measure selective attention, response interference, and executive processing. In the Stroop word condition (1), participants read the names of 4 colors (red, yellow, blue, and green). In the color condition (2), participants name these colors. In the interference condition (3), participants name the color of words printed in incongruent colors. The time to complete each condition (s) is recorded. An interference quotient is obtained by dividing the scores on condition 2 by those on condition 3. In the phonemic fluency test, participants name as many words as possible that start with a certain letter. The total number of correct responses within 1 min is recorded.

Processing speed and intelligence fluidity will be measured in all participants by the Digit Symbol Substitution Test [34]. Participants match a series of symbols with their corresponding numbers 1 through 9. The number of correct responses within 90 s is recorded.

Verbal and visual memory span and working memory. Memory spans and working memory will be measured in all participants by the Digit Span (DS) and Visual Memory Span (VMS) Forward and Backward [34]. In the DS, participants repeat a sequence of verbally presented digits in the same (DS forward) or reversed (DS backward) order. In the VMS, participants point to a sequence of squares in the presented (VMS forward) or reversed (VMS backward) order. The number of digits or squares increases after 2 trials. The total number of correct responses is recorded.

Follow-up measurements at 6 and 12 months will include a self-reported fear of falling and fall history.
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Statistical Analysis

A manual of all tests and procedures will ensure consistent administration of the measurements at the centers.

Online supplement 3 shows the power analysis and power simulations in detail. Considering dropouts from the repeat measures and incomplete tests, we will include 48 (i.e., 24 males and 24 females) healthy old participants per decade with a bias toward participants in their 60s (n = 80), 70s (n = 80), and 80s (n = 80) in anticipation of losing ~30% of participants at 6 and 12 months of follow-up (online suppl. 1 and 3). We understand that it may not be possible to achieve 80 participants aged 80 or older. We estimate that for the critical age-related 3-way interactions the power will average around 70% (online suppl. 3, bottom). We will include a convenience sample of 100 patients and expect to find a fall rate of 50% for the 6 months prior to and the 12 months after admission [22]. Thus, we expect an overall fall rate of approximately 40% for all participants age 65 years or older.

For aim 2, reference values of beam walking performance will be expressed as means, SD, coefficient of variation, ranges, and confidence intervals stratified by age and gender in healthy old adults. Such data will be derived for all and for subgroups of patients with PD, MS, stroke, and balance disorders. We will use an age (7 decades) × gender (2) × beam width (3) × task (single, dual) analysis of variance to determine the effects of these factors on beam walking performance in terms of height-normalized distance, velocity, height-normalized stride length, and step number (normalized for distance walked). Foot width will be used as a covariate. Similar analyses will be done for all and for the subgroups of patients. We will compare patients’ performance with age- and gender-matched healthy adults using a health status (healthy, patient) × age (60–69, 70–79, and 80 or more years) × beam width × task analysis of variance. Dual-task cost will be computed as ((single task – dual task)/single task) × 100.

For aim 3, we will determine the relationship between dynamic balance, quantified by beam walking performance, and COP variability during static steady-state balance, proactive balance (FR in cm and TUG in s), and reactive balance (number of steps) in response to induction of a balance loss. Using stepwise forward moving multiple regression, we will identify the demographic, motor, and cognitive determinants of dynamic balance as measured by beam walking performance. In patients, we determine if disease type, balance confidence, and executive function affect single-task beam performance and compare outcome variables between those who report one fall, multiple falls, and no falls.

For aim 4, we will determine cumulative time-dependent probabilities of falls, recurrent falls, and injurious falls using Kaplan-Meier survival tables and curves in all healthy and patient participants combined and patients separately. Survival curves will be...
compared between groups using the log-rank test. The incidence ratio (i.e., the ratio between the total number of falls and the person-months at risk) will be also calculated. Multivariate Cox proportional hazards models will be used to identify independent predictors of falls, recurrent falls, and injurious falls. Univariate models will be used to select the predictors to be entered into multivariable models and only variables resulting significant in univariate models at $p < 0.10$ will be entered in multivariable models. Risks will be computed as hazards ratios with 95% CI. $p < 0.05$ was considered statistically significant.

**Discussion**

Dynamic balance is a determinant of mobility. A direct assessment of dynamic balance in gerontology is lacking, as it is indirectly inferred from walking speed [27] and qualitative self-reports [30]. The search and need for a valid and reliable measure of dynamic balance, i.e., an actual loss of balance, is highlighted by the use of an extraordinary array of 133 balance outcomes in 80 studies [35]. The difficulty in identifying a dynamic balance test may be related to the paradox that the number of falls increases despite reductions in walking speed. Indeed, the safety factor actually decreases with decreasing walking speed in old age [36]. Further, while walking slowly can increase the risk of falling backwards, the step length also becomes shorter and the COM moves closer to the base of support at toe off, which in turn reduces the risk of a backward fall [37]. Such compensations may mask underlying gait instabilities and make current tests to predict future falls insufficiently accurate. Thus, gait speed may not be an optimal index for dynamic balance.

If the results of the present protocol bear out, beam walking, which produces a discrete endpoint for dynamic balance as a result of an actual loss of balance, could be conceptually well founded yet a practical test of dynamic balance [38–40]. While the validity of the beam walking test cannot be established due to the lack of a gold standard, correlations between beam-walking performance and the miniBESTest, the SPPB, and the TUG and, as a new test, can help determine if beam walking measures unique features of dynamic balance. Beam walking is a challenging task because it requires active and conscious control of mediolateral stability [41]. An increase in trunk stabilization in space contributes substantially to reducing the difficulty of beam walking as shown by use of the anchors [20]. Beam walking differentiated between old adults with and without a cognitive problem, attesting to the presence of a cognitive element in beam walking [42]. It was especially sensitive to exercise effects in healthy old adults [43].

There is much debate as to how gait slowing is related to gait stability and falls. While there is evidence suggesting that age-associated gait slowing is an independent predictor of falls, others interpret gait slowing as an adaptive mechanism to prevent slips and falls, which would in turn reduce the risk of falls [44]. Still others suggest that not gait speed per se but rather the quality of the gait is what increases the prediction accuracy for future falls [45], and using dynamic systems analyses some but not all studies found that a slow gait is actually more stable [46]. The present study would help clarify these issues by increasing the specificity of balance prediction from a performance that is quantified by an actual loss of balance while walking on a low-lying beam and measure walking speed on a beam and also on the floor.

We are unaware of any studies measuring dynamic balance through beam walking in patients with neurological and balance disorders. With a high rate of falls among these patients, we will determine and compare the sensitivity, specificity, and predictive accuracy of the miniBESTest, the SPPB, and the TUG and, as a new test, beam walking performance. If successful, beam walking would offer clinicians a new reliable and sensitive test to assess dynamic balance in a broad range of patients.

In sum, we will determine the psychometric properties, lifespan, and patient reference values for dynamic balance quantified by beam walking performance, its relationship with “functional tests” currently used to measure dynamic balance, and its accuracy in predicting falls in fall-prone patients. We expect to find that beam walking performance vis-à-vis the traditionally used balance outcomes predicts more accurately fall risks and falls.
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